
๏This is a basic introduction to flipped classrooms for new or less-experienced 
flippers  

๏Intermediate or Advanced flippers - HELP out by responding to participant 
questions, sharing resources, & sharing your own flippin-ovations in the chat 
box as much as possible at TodaysMeet - http://bit.ly/flipjulie

๏This is NOT a training on creating or finding videos, for help with vids check out 
my quick start guide -  bit.ly/makegoodvids

๏All slides will be available at http://bit.ly/flipttw2013

๏CHAT BOX/BackChannel -  bit.ly/flipjulie 

follow me on 
twitter

@julieschell
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Would be funny...if it wasn’t so 
heartbreaking.



The number of hours students spend in a 
system they hate. 

10,800



What #hashtag best describes your 
schooling experience?

#ihateschool
#iloveschool*(really)
#schoolisboring
#schoolisnotpractical
#mixedfeelings

 

CHAT BOX: bit.ly/juliejulie 
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Q. What keeps you up at night?
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Conveying the idea to the 
students efficiently and 
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Keeping my students 
interested in the subject 
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Q. What keeps you 
up at night?

How can I motivate the class 

better? It is my real struggle.
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Q. What keeps you 
up at night?

A.

How can I motivate and get 
through to these kids?

Syracuse

Q. What keeps you up at night?

A.

Engaging the disengaged 
student.

SUNY
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A.

How can I motivate and get 
through to these kids?

Q. What keeps you 
up at night?

A.

Student engagement or lack 

of it.
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Students and teachers want the 
same thing.



I want you 
engaged.



I want you 
engaged.

We 
want to be

engaged!



I want you 
engaged.

We 
want to be

engaged!



Flipped Classrooms



This doesn’t 

seem so bad.

My goals for this webinar...



I’ve been doing 

this for decades 
but 

didn’t know it.
This doesn’t 

seem so bad.

My goals for this webinar...



My goals for this webinar...

I’ve been doing 

this for decades 
but 

didn’t know it.
This doesn’t 

seem so bad.

I already do this.
 

I’m going to innov
ate 

and help others.



3 essential questions about 
flipped classrooms ?



Big ideas about 
flipped classrooms10



What is a flipped classroom
 ?



Out of Class

In Class

Students prepare to 

participate in class activities

BEFORE

The 
Flipped 
Classroom

created by Josh Walker



Out of Class

In Class

Students prepare to 

participate in class activities

Students practice applying key 

concepts with feedback

BEFORE

DURINGThe 
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Classroom

created by Josh Walker



Out of Class

In Class

Students prepare to 

participate in class activities

Students practice applying key 

concepts with feedback

Students check their 

understanding and extend 

their learning 

BEFORE AFTER

DURINGThe 
Flipped 
Classroom

created by Josh Walker



Out of Class

In Class

GOAL.........................GOAL.........................GOAL.........................
Students prepare to 

participate in class activities

Students practice applying key 

concepts with feedback

Students check their 

understanding and extend 

their learning 

BEFORE AFTER

DURINGThe 
Flipped 
Classroom

created by Josh Walker



Myth 1: You must flip your entire class

‣Big idea: A flipped classroom is an approach that 
can be implemented gradually or all at once.   

๏1 concept
๏1 chapter 
๏1 unit 
๏1 lab 
๏1 course 
๏1 school 

F
LI

P



Myth 2: Flipped classrooms are the latest 
edutrend. 
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Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire ”



Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire ”



Myth 2: Flipped classrooms are the latest 
edutrend. 

‣Big idea: Flipped classrooms= new term, old idea.   

๏1st modern flipped classroom developed in 1890s
๏Eric Mazur, Peer Instruction 1990s  
๏Seminal publication in 2000. Lage et al.
๏Jonathan Bergmann and Aaron Sams, 2007



Myth 3: A flipped class replaces faculty 
with computers and videos. 



Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire ”



Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire ”



Myth 3: A flipped class replaces faculty 
with computers and videos. 

‣Big idea: Flipped classrooms are not about 
technology, they are about pedagogy.  

๏Computers & videos are not needed to flip 
your class

๏Main approach - lift coverage of some content 
out of the class, privilege content application 
in-class

๏Common description: Moves sage on the 
stage, to guide on the side.  



Myth 4: Students without internet or tech 
will suffer if I flip my class.

๏Computers & videos are not needed to flip your 
class

๏You can flip your class without the Internet
๏Use readings
๏Use flash drives 
๏Loan devices 

‣Big idea: Flipped classrooms are a “mindset” 
that directs attention away from the teacher and 
redirects it to students.* 

*Bergmann and Sams



How could you flip your class 
without technology?

“Really, record lectures? Sounds 
like a lot of work. More work than 
a non-flipped class.”

“Are pre recorded lectures the only 
option or will posting notes w PPT and 
questions be as effective?”

“Recording lectures and having students 
view them before class is not an option for 
me. So I would like more ideas about ways 
to flip the classroom that do not just involve 
pre-recorded lectures. “

“How do I flip my classroom when 
most of my students don’t have 
computers at home?

bit.ly/flipjulie 



Why should I flip my classroom?



Myth 5: Flipped classrooms are fads not 
tied to how people actually learn.



Study these letters, don’t write them 
down. 

J FKFB INAT OUP SNA SAI RS



Study these letters, don’t write them 
down. 



Study these letters, don’t write them 
down. 

JFK FBI NATO UPS NASA IRS



velcro theory of memory, Made to Stick



Think of something you know really 
well, something you are an expert in.

How did you learn that so well?

By doing it! Practicing it! = Application. 



Bloom’s Taxonomy

created by Josh Walker



IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, VOL. 57, NO. 5, MAY 2010
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IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, VOL. 57, NO. 5, MAY 2010

This is the brain...
on lecture...



Bloom’s Taxonomy

created by Josh Walker



How to lecture on or off line: Chunk it
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Myth 5: Flipped classrooms are fads not 
tied to how people actually learn.

‣Big idea: Flipped classrooms leverage how 
people learn best. 

๏We learn best when we have some prior content 
knowledge 
๏We learn best when we apply our content 
knowledge 
๏Flipped classrooms help develop higher-order 
thinking skills in students by privileging application in 
class
๏We learn best from direct instruction when 
content is chunked
๏If you want students to remember, make them 
recall often  



Myth 6: Flipped classrooms are a cure all.

‣Big idea: Flipped classrooms take time, effort, 
and iteration - but doesn’t all good teaching?

๏ Time investment is up front, saves time and is 
more efficient over time
๏Takes a few iterations to implement effectively 
๏Some students will still fail to reach their highest 
potential 
๏Save time by using other people’s videos/
readings 
๏Find a co-flipper or a mentor at Flipped Learning 
Network  



Myth 7: Flipped classrooms aren’t 
supported by research. 

‣Big idea: 20+ years of research

๏New implementations have less research
๏Case example: Just-in-Time Teaching & Peer 
Instruction
๏Using JITT: First exposure to content happens 
before class through readings and questions
๏ Instructors analyze feedback on student 
understanding before class
๏Peer Instruction in class-time spent eliciting 
confronting and resolving student misconceptions. 
๏Peer Instruction is a evidence-based method for 
implementing clickers  - GOOD FOR BIG CLASSES!

blog.peerinstruction.net 



Why should I flip if it is going to 
take time & energy I don’t 
have?

“What I can do to make 
students more active 
learners?”

“How can I present material in a way that 
it stays with the student?”

“Wondering how to make the material more 
applicable, and present it in a more engaging way.”

“How to get my students to dig deeper to 
obtain more than just a surface 
understanding of the material.”

“Engaging students and making content relevant 
and interesting.  Also, how not to be "talking at" 
students and just presenting content.  I want to 
develop deeper thinking and learning skills for my 
students.”

CHAT BOX: bit.ly/julieflip 



How do I flip my class ?



Myth 8: Students will love not having 
lecture in class. 



6

“Lecture is a com
fort blanket 

for students.”



Myth 8: Students will love not having 
lecture in class. 

‣Big idea: Lecture is a comfort blanket for 
students. 

๏Students may resist flipped learning
๏Lecture a little every class period 
๏Don’t called it a “flipped” classroom
๏Don’t call it an experiment 
๏Make sure frequent assessments cover what 

they do outside of class 



Myth 9: Students will not do pre-class 
work. 

‣Big idea: If you assess it, they will come. 



topic 1
reading assignment

repeat
with next topic

online
assignment

2 conceptual
questions

review
feedback

address 
difficulties

in class

What do you find most difficult 
or confusing about this concept?

Just-in-Time Teaching

1 feedback
question

blog.peerinstruction.net 
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% of students (n=28) completing reading 
assignment (n=26)

Just-in-Time Teaching



% of students (n=28) reading assignment 
engagement (n=26)
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Just-in-Time Teaching



Myth 9: Students will not do pre-class 
work. 

‣Big idea: If you assess it, they will come. 

๏Use JiTT with readings or videos 
๏Give frequent quizzes in class 
๏Post students’ comments in class 
๏Make sure formal assessments cover what they 

have learned out of class 
๏Don’t forget to follow up with “after” activities



Myth 10: There is one right way to flip a 
class. 

‣Big idea: There are many ways to flip a class, 
and no one right way. 

๏Bergmann and Sams, Flip 101 - Flip Mastery
๏Eric Mazur,JiTT and Peer Instruction 
๏Case Study Method 
๏Project-based learning 
๏Classroom-response systems/clickers 
๏Inquiry Learning
๏Discovery Learning 



In class (hard part)
F Find a concept to flip

L Lift coverage/first exposure out of 
class

I Incentivize out of class work

P Privilege application activities in class

 FLIP in 4 easy steps  

Inspired by Josh Walker, Center for Teaching and Learning UT Austin



How have you already flipped?

“Use clickers every class.  Do activities to 
engage students like working in small 
groups and in class discussion even in my 
large class.”

“Using case studies that 
students work thru prior to 
meeting for a case review/
discussion.”

“They have reading materials 
before the lecture.”

“Pre-recorded lectures for students to view online 
prior to live classroom where we discuss cases 
posed?”

“In some classes (for example labs) I 
have the students watch short "how to" 
videos prior to class so they have a 
better idea of what to expect when they 
get to class and we can spend more 
time on other aspects of the lab.”

“I've been requiring a lot more outside reading prior to coming into class and then having a pre-
class quiz based on the reading.”

“I use an article about Katrina and the 
healthcare that followed for ethics class 
discussion.”

CHAT BOX: bit.ly/flipjulie 



Big ideas about 
flipped classrooms

In-class (easy part)

Big ideas about 
flipped classrooms10



In class (hard part)

1 You can flip one concept or 10.

2 Flipped classrooms = new name, old concept.

3 Flipped classrooms are about pedagogy not technology.

4 Flipped classrooms are a mindset that puts attention on students.

5 Flipped classrooms align with how people learn best. 

6 Flipping classrooms well takes time and effort.

7 20+ years of research supports flipped approaches to teaching.

8 Lecture is a comfort blanket for students, lecture a little.

9 If you assess pre-class work, most will do it.

10 There are many ways to flip a class and no one right way.



“I'd like to know tips for the first day of class so that I can set my students 
up for success. I would also like to hear about how to deal with resistance 
from students who do not feel they are benefiting from this format.”

๏Do show them, live, how to read out of class 
work or how to watch a video, where you would 
pause, where you would take notes, where you 
would look something up. 
๏Don’t call it a “flipped classroom”
๏Don’t call it an experiment
๏Do plan on multiple iterations 
๏Don’t forget the “After” part of a flipped class
๏Do check out blog.peerinstruction.net for tons 
of additional tips 

“What are some do’s and do nots for flipped classrooms? “

?



In class (hard part)





blog.peerinstruction.net

Follow now!
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